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Introduction
The fi rst step in the initiation of gene transcription in eukary-
otes by RNA polymerase II is the binding of the TATA-bind-
ing protein (TBP) to specifi c sequences of promoter DNA of 
the consensus sequence TATAa/tAa/tN (“TATA boxes”; [Bur-
ley and Roeder 1996, Hernandez 1993, Maldonaldo and Rein-
berg 1995, McKnight 1996 and Horikoshi et al 1992]). Studies 
of TBP from several species have been conducted. Its binding 
to DNA containing TATA box sequences results in dramatic 
structural changes, particularly in the DNA, including minor 
groove widening, major groove compression and unwinding 
of the DNA helix by ~120°. Two pairs of phenylalanine resi-
dues intercalate at each end of the TATA box, resulting in two 
“kinks” in the DNA helix and an overall bend in the helical 
axis to ~108° ( [Juo et al 1996, Kim and Burley 1994, Kim 
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TBP-TATA complex
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Abstract: Binding of the TATA-binding protein (TBP) to the “TATA” sequences present in the promot-
ers of eukaryotic class II genes is the fi rst step in the sequential assembly of transcription pre-initiation 
complexes. Myriad structural changes, including severe bending of the DNA, accompany TBP-TATA 
complex formation. A detailed kinetic study has been conducted to elucidate the mechanistic details of 
TBP binding and DNA bending. The binding of Saccharomyces cerevisiae TBP to the adenovirus major 
late promoter (AdMLP) was followed in real-time through a range of temperatures and TBP concentra-
tions using fl uorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) and stopped-fl ow mixing. The results of as-
sociation and relaxation kinetics and equilibrium binding experiments were analyzed globally to obtain 
the complete kinetic and energetic profi le of the reaction. This analysis reveals a complex mechanism 
with two intermediate species, with the DNA in the intermediates apparently bent similarly to the DNA 
in the fi nal complex. TBP binding and DNA bending occur simultaneously through the multiple steps 
of the reaction. The fi rst and third steps in this sequential process show nearly identical large increases 
in both enthalpy and entropy, whereas the middle step is highly exothermic and proceeds with a large 
decrease in entropy. The fi rst intermediate is signifi cantly populated at equilibrium and resembles the 
fi nal complex both structurally and energetically. It is postulated that both this intermediate and the fi -
nal complex bind transcription factor IIB in the second step of pol II pre-initiation complex assembly. A 
consequence of such a reactive intermediate is that the rate of assembly of transcriptionally competent 
pre-initiation complexes from bi-directionally bound TBP is greatly increased. 
Keywords: TBP, TATA, DNA-protein interaction, fl uorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET), 
transcription 
Abbreviations: TBP, TATA-binding protein; FRET, fl uorescence resonance energy transfer; TAMRA, 
carboxytetramethylrhodamine; T*MLdpx*F, double-labeled duplex containing the adenovirus major late 
sequence (TAMRA-5′GGGCTATAAAAGGG3′-fl uorescein); MLdpx, unlabeled duplex; PIC, pre-initia-
tion complex; AdMLP, adenovirus major late promoter
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et al 1993, Kim et al 1993, Nikolov et al 1996, Parkhurst et 
al 1996 and Starr et al 1995]). Although DNA distortions in-
duced by the intercalation of amino acid residues have been 
observed in several DNA-protein complexes [Werner et al 
1996], the structure of the TBP-TATA complex is unique in 
several aspects.
Such profound changes in macromolecular structure 
upon the binding of TBP to a TATA sequence suggest a com-
plex reaction mechanism for this process. The fact that TBP-
TATA association reactions proceed at rates signifi cantly 
slower than diffusion limited rates, in contrast to most DNA-
binding proteins that have been studied, is well documented 
(e.g. [Hoopes et al 1992, Perez-Howard et al 1995, Petri et 
al 1995, Petri et al 1998, Parkhurst et al 1996 and Coleman 
and Pugh 1997]). Recent work in our laboratory, based on 
Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) and fl uorescence 
stopped-fl ow methodology, showed that for the adenovirus 
major late promoter, Saccharomyces cerevisiae TBP bind-
ing and DNA bending occur simultaneously [Parkhurst et al 
1996]. This observation rules out a two-step mechanism in 
which the initial binding of DNA is followed by slow bend-
ing. In these initial FRET kinetics studies conducted at 30°C, 
subtle deviations from single exponential behavior were 
noted (see Discussion and Figure 5, inset) that suggested in-
termediate species might be discernible if the association re-
action were followed as a function of temperature and TBP 
concentration. In addition, two TATA box sequences tightly 
bound by TBP, the adenovirus major late (TATAAAAG) and 
E4 (TATATATA) promoters, exhibit different equilibrium 
and kinetic energetic profi les [Petri et al 1998]. Remarkably, 
the dissociation “rate constants” calculated from the associ-
ation equilibrium and kinetic measurements in that compar-
ative study display no activation energy (see Figure 4), a re-
sult confi rmed by direct determinations in the present work. 
Taken together, these data suggest a complex reaction path-
way for TBP-DNA interactions that is both DNA sequence 
and temperature dependent. 
It was to determine the molecular origins of these charac-
teristics of TBP-promoter interactions that a “real-time” FRET 
kinetics study has been conducted. The association kinetics of 
the S. cerevisiae TBP binding the major late promoter were 
obtained as a function of TBP concentration and temperature 
using stopped-fl ow FRET. These data were globally fi t with 
data from relaxation (overall dissociation), kinetic and equi-
librium binding determinations obtained using steady-state 
FRET over the same temperature range to reveal the com-
plete kinetic and energetic profi le of this process. A model 
with two intermediates, both with DNA apparently bent to es-
sentially the same extent as the fi nal TBP-DNA complex, best 
describes the binding of TBP to the TATA box of the major 
later promoter. Although TBP binding and DNA bending in-
deed occur simultaneously [Parkhurst et al 1996], individual 
steps in the reaction pathway are discernible, consistent with 
the extensive structural changes that accompany complex for-
mation. One of the intermediates is the dominant species for 
much of the association reaction, and remains as a signifi cant 
component of the fi nal equilibrium population of TBP-DNA. 
The presence of an abundant and long-lived intermediate in 
the association reaction opens the possibility of kinetic control 
of subsequent steps in the assembly of pre-initiation transcrip-
tion complexes.
Results
In order to clarify the presentation of the complex reaction ki-
netics that have been observed, the terminology used to de-
scribe such mechanisms is briefl y reviewed. For a single-
step fi rst-order (or pseudo fi rst-order) reaction that proceeds 
to completion, the time-course of the change in an observable 
property (e.g. fl uorescence intensity) follows simple fi rst-order 
decay. In this simple case, the “decay constant” corresponds to 
the microscopic rate constant. However, if the reaction is re-
versible and proceeds to equilibrium, the observed decay con-
stant is not simply a “rate constant” but is the sum of the for-
ward and reverse rate constants.
In contrast, for any multiple-step fi rst-order (or pseudo 
fi rst-order) reaction, the observed decay constants do not di-
rectly correspond to the microscopic rate constants. Instead, 
the observed constants are referred to as relaxation constants 
or eigenvalues (λi) that describe the time-dependent “relax-
ation” of a system toward equilibrium. (These constants are 
denoted eigenvalues, since they are the eigenvalues of the 
rate constant matrix for the multiple steps of the reaction.) 
The number of non-zero eigenvalues associated with a reac-
tion is equal to the number of thermodynamically indepen-
dent steps in the mechanism. In general, the concentration of 
each species and each observable property is a linear com-
bination of exponentials (Σ αi exp−λit), where each λi is a 
function of all of the rate constants in the mechanism and αi 
is the amplitude of the exponential i. Whether the i th eigen-
value can be detected in an observed decay curve depends 
upon whether it is distinguishable from the other eigenval-
ues and whether the associated amplitude is large enough to 
allow detection. From these complex decays it may be possi-
ble to extract the microscopic rate constants associated with 
a given model.
Fluorescence stopped-fl ow measurements
A total of 45 stopped-fl ow kinetic curves were collected for 
the binding of TBP to the double-labeled DNA duplex (de-
noted T*MLdpx*F), including replicate curves at each of the 
11 conditions of temperature (15–30°C) and [TBP] (200–800 
nM). Each of the resulting 11 averaged curves was best de-
scribed by triexponential decay of the form: Y  =  α1 exp(−λ1t) 
+ α2 exp(−λ2t) + α3 exp(−λ3t). It was clear from both these and 
previous measurements and analyses [Parkhurst et al 1996] 
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that the slowest decay process was attributable to fl uorescein 
photobleaching and does not derive from the DNA-TBP in-
teraction; this phase of the curve was therefore excluded from 
all subsequent analyses. The resulting set of biexponential de-
cay curves showed an amplitude change of 44(±1.4)% in fl u-
orescein emission upon binding of TBP to T*MLdpx*F with 
no apparent pattern based on temperature or [TBP]. These re-
sults are identical within experimental error to the steady-state 
change in fl uorescence intensity independently measured at 
each temperature (Figure 1). These observations confi rm that 
ascribing the third kinetic phase to photobleaching does not 
eliminate a TBP-DNA binding phase. 
The biphasic character of the binding kinetics de-
creases with increasing temperature and protein concentra-
tion to nearly monophasic at 30°C and high [TBP] (Figure 2; 
[Parkhurst et al 1996]). The eigenvalues associated with the 
observed biexponential decays were non-linear with [TBP]. 
The amplitudes and eigenvalues were used only to construct 
smoothed representations of the observed decay curves, in the 
form of 41 points/curve, for global analysis, but were them-
selves not explicitly fi t (see Experimental Procedures). 
Equilibrium and relaxation constants obtained by 
steady-state FRET
Figure 3 shows the equilibrium titration data obtained us-
ing FRET as well as the fi tted curve for the binding of the 
T*MLdpx*F to TBP at 20°C. The Ka values of 29.2(±5.3) 
(15°C), 48.2(±5.6) (20°C), 61.7(±6.6) (22.5°C), 78.5(±9.4) 
(25°C), and 125.0(±22) (30°C) μM−1 were determined by 
van’t Hoff analysis (Figure 3, inset).* 
A relaxation constant, R, is a measure of the rate of DNA 
replacement from DNA-TBP complexes and refl ects dissocia-
tion of DNA from all bound species. The dominant slow phase 
of the TBP-AdMLP relaxation is temperature independent. The 
relaxation data at all fi ve temperatures were well described by 
a biexponential decay with R = 1.7(±0.2)×10−3s−1(Figure 4). 
This slow phase comprised ~90% of the total change in am-
plitude, depending on the temperature, and only this well-de-
termined relaxation constant for the slow phase was used in 
the analysis. The small initial transient phase (~0.1 s−1) was 
too rapid for precise determination in the hand-mixing experi-
ments. This transient rapid phase would have been used in the 
global analysis only to reject any fi ts that failed to fi nd that 
phase; due to the quality and quantity of the data included in 
the analysis, that additional small constraint was found to be 
unnecessary.
Figure 2. Stopped-fl ow association kinetic curves for 20 nM 
T*MLdpx*F reacting with 400 nM TBP at 15°C (▀), 20°C (□), 25°C 
(▲) and 30°C (∆). The biexponential decays corresponding to the 
observed progress curves are shown. The values observed for λ1 are 
0.20, 0.54, 1.1 and 2.5 s−1, respectively. 
Figure 1. Steady-state fl uorescence emission spectra of 4 nM 
T*MLdpx*F as a single strand (ssDNA) and in a duplex both free 
in solution (dsDNA) and bound to TBP at 20°C. The 520 nm and 
580 nm fl uorescence emission peaks correspond to fl uorescein and 
TAMRA emission, respectively. Upon addition of complement, du-
plex formation increases the distance between the two fl uorophores, 
decreasing the resonant transfer of energy. (Changes in the 580 
nm region refl ect changes both in FRET and in static quenching of 
TAMRA.) The addition of TBP results in DNA bending, a decrease 
in the distance between the fl uorophores and an increase in FRET. 
Neither the spectrum of free nor TBP-bound T*MLdpx*F changes 
signifi cantly with temperature from 15–30°C. (The donor-only du-
plex spectrum changes 1.9(±1.6)% upon addition of TBP, indepen-
dent of temperature.) 
* Analysis of these data shows that binding over the temperature 
range of these FRET measurements (15–25°C) is described by a lin-
ear regression within the error of the measurements. Equilibrium 
binding studies conducted over a wider temperature range are con-
sistent with a negative ΔC°p for the binding of TBP to the major late 
promoter [Petri et al 1998].
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Global analysis
Global analysis was conducted to determine the correspon-
dence of the complete set of kinetic and thermodynamic data 
to various kinetic models. The identifi cation and quantifi cation 
of intermediates in the TBP-DNA reaction pathway is criti-
cally dependent upon the use of global analysis procedures in 
order to reach a unique solution of the microscopic rate equa-
tions that characterize a given mechanism. The agreement be-
tween experiment and theory for each model was evaluated by
the consistency of the kinetic and thermodynamic parameters 
determined from the analysis with the combined experimental 
data. The overall sum of squared residuals, σglobal
2, was deter-
mined for all models according to the expression:
     (1)
where σcurve
2, σλ
2 and σamp
2 refl ect the quality of the fi t to the 
stopped-fl ow kinetic curves, and σK
2 and σR
2 refl ect the qual-
ity of the fi t to the equilibrium and relaxation data, respec-
tively. An ideal global fi t to a model would yield values for all 
terms that contribute to the sum of squared residuals that are 
less than or equal to their individual respective errors, result-
ing in σglobal-1.0.
In these analyses, the rate constants were assumed to be 
described by the usual transition-state model. All of the fi t-
ting parameters, including the three relative quantum yields, 
were globally linked in the terminology used by [Knutson et 
al 1983]. The assumed temperature independence of the rela-
tive quantum yields for the intermediate species followed di-
rectly from the observation that quantum yields for both the 
initial state (free T*MLdpx*F) and the fi nal state (TBP-bound 
T*MLdpx*F) are independent of temperature over the range of 
these measurements. It was deemed unlikely that the rate of 
internal conversion or intersystem crossing would vary over 
this range for a given intermediate species. Variation of the 
quantum yields of intermediates with temperature could con-
ceivably derive from equilibria with a non-zero ΔH° between 
two forms of a given species of labeled DNA, with the two 
forms having different quantum yields. This added level of 
complexity, which would result in six additional parameters 
for the two-intermediate model and an indefensible analysis, 
was found to be unnecessary.
The correspondence of the stopped-fl ow kinetic, equilib-
rium and relaxation data was fi rst tested against a one-inter-
mediate model:
     (2)
By themselves, each of the 11 stopped-fl ow progress curves 
are well described by this model. In this case, only σcurve
2 con-
tributes to the goodness of the fi t and σglobal = 0.947. The aver-
age residual is 0.018, within the average error of the individ-
ual data points (see Experimental Procedures). Inclusion in the 
global fi t of the eigenvalues and amplitude changes increases 
σglobal to 1.08 (which derives from σcurve
2, σλ
2 and σamp
2) with 
the average residual still within error. The calculated values 
of (α1+α2) were within the 95% confi dence region, as were all 
but one of the calculated values for λ1. Only the fi rst eigen-
value for each curve was used in assessing the overall qual-
Figure 3. Equilibrium binding isotherm for AdMLP with TBP at 20°C. 
The fraction of bound TBP at each titration point is calculated directly 
from the change in the steady-state emission spectrum. The van’t Hoff 
plot shown in the inset is constructed from the experimentally derived 
Ka values and yields a value for ΔH° of 16.9(±2.2) kcal/mol. 
Figure 4. Relaxation kinetics measured at 30°C determined from 
changes in steady-state fl uorescence emission. The time-course of 
the release of T*MLdpx*F from the TBP-bound complex was moni-
tored following addition of a large excess of unlabeled DNA. The ini-
tial fast phase of the relaxation refl ects the direct dissociation of I1 → 
TBP+DNA from the equilibrium population of TBP-DNA. The ampli-
tude and rate constant for this phase correspond within error to those 
obtained from simulations using values obtained from global analysis. 
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ity of the fi t in the global analysis, since its value was signif-
icantly better determined experimentally than was the value 
of λ2.
Inclusion of the relaxation and equilibrium binding data* 
in the global analysis resulted in a severe lack of fi t to the sin-
gle-intermediate model. The best-fi t value of σglobal was 6.04 
and the average residual for the stopped-fl ow curves was 
0.089. All fi tted values of λ1 and (α1+α2) were outside the 
95% confi dence region. The calculated values of Ka ranged 
from 76.6–80.4 μM−1, compared to the observed values range 
of 29.2–125 μM−1, with four of the calculated Ka values out-
side the 95% confi dence limit. The best-fi t values of the relax-
ation constant, R, ranged from 0.33 × 10−3s−1 to 4.10 × 10−3 
s−1(compared to the measured value of 1.7(±0.2) × 10−3 s−1) 
and three of the fi tted values were outside the 95% confi dence 
region. The best fi t to the stopped-fl ow curves obtained fi tting 
all data to the one-intermediate model is shown in Figure 5(a). 
Clearly the single-intermediate model (equation (2) is insuf-
fi cient to describe the complete ensemble of equilibrium and 
kinetic data.
The data were next fi t to a two-intermediate model:
    (3)
where I1 and I2 are the fi rst and second intermediates, respec-
tively. Ka for this model is defi ned as (I1+I2+fi nal complex)/
[(DNA)(TBP)] or, in terms of the microscopic rate constants:
    (4)
and R  =  k2k4k6/(k3k5 + k2k5 + k2 k4). Fitting the stopped-fl ow, 
equilibrium and relaxation data to the two-intermediate model 
(equation (3) yields σglobal = 0.995 and an average residual to 
the points describing the stopped-fl ow curves of 0.023, the 
latter value being identical with the average measured resid-
ual. All calculated eigenvalues and amplitude changes for the 
stopped-fl ow curves were within the 95% confi dence region, 
as were all calculated values for the equilibrium and relax-
ation constants. Table 1 shows the optimal fi tted values ob-
tained for each of the six rate constants at 25°C and their as-
sociated enthalpies of activation. The errors associated with 
each of these values were determined as described in Experi-
mental Procedures. A best-fi t curve calculated for the two-in-
termediate model and the stopped-fl ow data is shown in Fig-
ure 5(b). 
The calculated mole fraction of each species as the re-
action progresses is shown in Figure 6 for (a) 15°C and (b) 
30°C. The relative proportions of these species vary with TBP 
concentration as well as with temperature. The fi rst intermedi-
ate, I1, is present at signifi cant mole fractions at all tempera-
tures and [TBP], with the maximal mole fractions for I1 rang-
ing from 0.66 at 15°C to 0.92 at 30°C. In contrast, the second 
intermediate, I2, is present at relatively low concentrations 
with maximal mole fractions ranging from only 0.097 at 15°C 
to 0.014 at 30°C. It should be noted that at 30°C, I1 is present 
at high concentration for a signifi cant proportion of the reac-
tion time-scale. 
Analyses consistently found multiple bound forms of the 
TBP-DNA complex to be present at equilibrium even with 
saturating [TBP]. At equilibrium at 30°C and 800 nM TBP, 
I1 comprises 16.5% of the species present in solution, with 
82.1% as fi nal complex and the remaining 1.4% as I2 and free 
T*MLdpx*F. The fast phase of the relaxation (Figure 4) de-
rives essentially from I1→TBP+DNA, with the amplitude cor-
responding to the mole fraction of I1 at equilibrium and the 
rate ≈ k2. The quantum yield ratios for I1, I2 and the fi nal com-
plex, relative to a defi ned value of 1 for the free T*MLdpx*F, 
Figure 5. (a) Best global fi t to the stopped-fl ow curves obtained us-
ing the one-intermediate model, with [TBP]  =  800 nM and 20°C. 
(b) Best global fi t to the stopped-fl ow curves obtained using the two-
intermediate model, with [TBP]  =  400 nM and 30°C. The sum of 
squared residuals for this curve is <0.1 that of the curve shown in (a). 
The associated value of λ1 is 2.5 s
−1. For [TBP]  =  200 and 800 nM, 
λ1  =  2.1 and 3.6 s
−1, respectively. 
* The expressions for Ka and R, in terms of the microscopic rate con-
stants associated with the one-intermediate model are (k1/k2)(1+k3/
k4) and k2k4/(k2+k3), respectively.
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were 0.547 (0.539, 0.549)*, 0.574 (0.562, 0.605), and 0.581 
(0.575, 0.582), respectively. These values indicate that the dis-
tance between the donor and acceptor molecules and thus the 
inferred degree of DNA bending is essentially the same in the 
intermediate and fi nal complexes.
The thermodynamic profi le of the reaction pathway
The thermodynamic profi le for this TBP-DNA association, 
including ΔH°, ΔS° and ΔG° for each step along the reaction 
pathway, is shown for a 1 M standard state in Figure 7. The 
overall free energy change is −10.7 (−10.8, −10.7) kcal/mol. 
The reaction is entropy-driven under these experimental con-
ditions with ΔS° = 81.3 (76.6, 86.6) cal/K mol. The largest en-
ergetic barrier in the reaction is the initial binding step which 
has an activation enthalpy of 35.1 (34.7, 35.5) kcal/mol. The 
largest increase in entropy also occurs at this step. The largest 
decrease in ΔG° occurs upon the initial binding/bending event 
with the formation of I1. The second reaction step is enthalpy-
driven and is accompanied by a large decrease in entropy. In 
overall free energy, I2 differs from I1 by +2.0 kcal/mol. The 
third step is again entropically driven, with a signifi cant en-
ergy barrier overcome in the formation of the fi nal complex. 
The fi nal complex is 0.9 kcal/mol lower in ΔG° than I1.
Stoichiometric binding studies
Analytical ultracentrifugation studies have shown that full-
length S. cerevisiae TBP is monomeric under the conditions 
and protein concentrations used in these studies [Daugherty et 
al 1999]. As independent confi rmation that TBP oligomeriza-
tion does not impact upon the studies described here, kinetics 
experiments were conducted with a 1:1 ratio of DNA and TBP. 
When TBP was diluted directly from its cold 43.9 μM stock 
solution into fi ve DNA solutions at equimolar concentrations 
of 0.04, 0.5, 1.5, 4 and 8 μM, identical 42.4(±2.8)% changes 
in fl uorescein emission were observed within 20 seconds of 
TBP addition. The emission spectra were constant for the ad-
ditional 30 minutes that the reactions was monitored. Identi-
cal results were obtained when the labeled T*MLdpx*F probe 
comprised 5, 10 or 100% of the total DNA (with the balance 
of the DNA being unlabeled MLdpx), showing that T*MLdpx*F 
is a reliable trace probe for binding studies conducted at high 
concentrations of DNA.
Figure 6. The mole fraction of each species along the reaction path-
way at (a) 15°C and (b) 30°C, generated from the globally derived 
parameters with [TBP] = 400 nM. The dominance of I1 at 30°C over 
the relevant time interval is apparent. The mole fraction of each spe-
cies varies with both temperature, as shown here, and with [TBP]. 
Table 1. Globally derived kinetic and thermodynamic parameter values corresponding to the two-intermediate model (equation (3) 
Values shown are for 25°C and 1 M standard state for each “step”, i, along the reaction pathway (see Figure 7). Numbers in parentheses represent the upper and 
lower error bounds corresponding to the 68% confi dence region, determined as described in Experimental Procedures. k1 is a second-order rate constant with 
units of μM−1s−1;k2 through k6 are fi rst-order rate constants. Because I1 and I2 as well as the fi nal complex are present at equilibrium for infi nite [TBP], the mea-
sured ΔH° = Σ φiH
– °i, where i indexes the three bound species, φ is mole fraction and H
– is the mole enthalpy referenced to H– ° = 0 for free DNA. For 25°C, this 
apparent ΔH° = 13.4 (11.6,15.2) kcal/mol.
* Values in parentheses indicate the upper and lower error es-
timates that were determined as described in Experimental 
Procedures.
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Discussion
The complex kinetics observed by FRET refl ect the 
interaction of monomeric TBP with the major late 
promoter
Analytical ultracentrifugation studies have demonstrated 
that, for [TBP] -1.5 μM, the S. cerevisiae protein is .90% 
monomer under the experimental conditions of the stud-
ies presented here [Daugherty et al 1999]. Thus, TBP is al-
most exclusively monomeric in these stopped-fl ow studies, 
since its maximum concentration was 1.6 μM prior to mix-
ing. Nevertheless, we directly verifi ed that TBP oligomer-
ization has not infl uenced the results and conclusions drawn 
from these FRET studies. If a slow self-association equi-
librium were present that was competitive with DNA bind-
ing, and DNA bound only to monomeric TBP (as has been 
reported for human TBP; [Coleman et al 1995 and Cole-
man and Pugh 1997]), the addition of TBP to T*MLdpx*F 
at a 1:1 concentration ratio would yield an initial fast bind-
ing event with a small amplitude refl ecting the low concen-
Figure 7. A graphical representation of the thermo-
dynamic changes associated with each step along the 
two-intermediate reaction pathway at 25°C and 1 M 
standard state for (a) enthalpy of activation, (b) en-
tropy of activation and (c) free energy of activation. 
Numbers 1 through 6 correspond to the respective 
steps, i, in Table 1. The transition states are denoted 
by TSi
≠. The changes in thermodynamic values be-
tween successive species are indicated by the broken 
arrows, with the upper and lower error limits for each 
change bracketed. 
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tration of monomer. The remainder of the total amplitude 
change would then appear slowly as oligomeric TBP disso-
ciated into monomer and bound DNA. In contrast, we ob-
served that when equimolar concentrations of DNA and TBP 
were mixed at concentrations up to 8 μM, 100% of the to-
tal expected amplitude change occurred within 20 seconds, 
directly demonstrating that such a protein oligomerization 
equilibrium does not compete with DNA binding under our 
solution conditions. This result directly contradicts the in-
correct assertion by Pugh and co-workers [Coleman and 
Pugh 1997], that such a linked reaction, with very slow dis-
sociation of dimers, explains our previously published stud-
ies [Petri et al 1995 and Parkhurst et al 1996]. Thus, inde-
pendent lines of experimental evidence demonstrate that the 
observed kinetic complexity of the DNA binding reaction 
does not derive from TBP oligomerization. Conversely, the 
FRET experiments conducted with equimolar 8 μM DNA 
and S. cerevisiae TBP (where the protein is 95% octameric; 
[Daugherty et al 1999]) are consistent with either binding of 
DNA to oligomeric TBP or equilibration of TBP oligomers 
that is very fast relative to DNA binding.
Kinetic mechanisms of TBP-DNA interactions
Determination of the kinetic mechanism(s) of sequence-
specifi c TBP-DNA association is a key step towards under-
standing the initiation of gene transcription and its regula-
tion. Hawley and co-workers established the second-order 
nature of TBP-DNA complex formation [Hoopes et al 1992], 
and also postulated a “two-step” mechanism. Their proposal 
that an intermediate was present was based on the observa-
tion that the rate constant determined for the association pro-
cess was signifi cantly slower than diffusion limited (2.6 × 
105M−1s−1) and on the limiting values inferred from a dou-
ble-reciprocal plot of the rate data. Formation of this inter-
mediate was understood to precede the association process 
that was being measured, with the postulated intermediate 
complex loosely bound. Stopped-fl ow DNase I footprinting 
kinetics studies conducted at higher concentrations of TBP 
were similarly analyzed and interpreted to suggest an even 
more unfavorable initial equilibrium and a faster second step 
in this mechanism [Petri et al 1995]. However, the fact that 
the intercepts of the aforementioned double-reciprocal plots 
are zero within experimental error is appropriately inter-
preted as the postulated intermediate being simply a transient 
“encounter complex”. This precludes subsequent assignment 
of values to various constants in a multiple-step model.
Inclusion of a transient “encounter complex” in the 
reaction mechanism
A transient encounter complex is tacitly understood to exist in 
all solution reactions and is not ordinarily shown in a reaction 
mechanism. The encounter complex was explicitly included in 
the discussion and interpretation of our original FRET studies 
[Parkhurst et al 1996]. For consistency, the one and two-inter-
mediate models analyzed here are shown below to include the 
encounter complex:
 
    (5)
(6)
The model represented in equation (5) cannot accommodate 
the kinetic and thermodynamic data. Such a single-interme-
diate model has been proposed [Hoopes et al 1998]. The rate 
constants associated with formation and dissociation of the 
encounter complex are not known. However, if both steps 
are rapid, formation of the encounter complex can be repre-
sented by an equilibrium constant. Equations (2) and (5) for 
the one-intermediate model and (3) and (6) for the two-inter-
mediate model are then related by k1 = Keqki with the over-
all equilibrium constants, Ka, equal to k1k3/k2k4 and k1k3k5/
k2k4k6, respectively.
TBP binding and DNA bending are not separable
In our initial FRET studies of promoter-TBP binding con-
ducted at 30°C, simple second-order kinetics were observed, 
although a subtle lack of fi t in the data analyses was noted 
[Parkhurst et al 1996]. From the work reported here, it is clear 
that the multiphasic nature of the kinetics of this interaction is 
highly temperature dependent. It was by extending the kinetic 
studies to a range of temperatures and [TBP] and including 
both equilibrium and relaxation data that the sequential two-
step mechanism for TBP binding to the major late promoter 
was revealed.
Contrary to many investigators’ preconception, TBP bind-
ing and DNA bending are not separable processes. Even in 
the complex reaction pathway that has been elucidated, TBP 
binding and DNA bending occur in concert. This conclusion 
is based on the observation that the relative quantum yields 
of the intermediate species and the fi nal complex are nearly 
equivalent, refl ecting similar DNA bending among the three 
TBP-DNA complexes.
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A two-intermediate model describes this TBP-DNA 
interaction
The multiphasic character of the kinetic curves, particularly 
at lower temperatures and [TBP], show that the TBP-DNA 
reaction mechanism must have more than a single step. (For 
any sequential reaction with a reversible fi rst step, the ob-
served decay would be multiphasic even in the case where 
all bound forms of DNA had identical quantum yields.) Four 
additional observations are consistent with the presence of 
at least one intermediate. First, R is so small that it cannot 
infl uence the forward rate measured by λ1. Consequently, 
were there no intermediates, λ1 would be a simple pseudo-
fi rst-order forward rate constant linear in [TBP] and would 
approach zero as [TBP] approaches zero, in contrast to ob-
servation. Second, the ratios of the kinetic constants for the 
dominant phases of the forward and reverse processes (λ1 
and R, respectively) differ from the measured equilibrium 
constants by factors of 10–30. Third, the difference in the 
activation energies for these processes (ca 30 kcal/mol) is in 
marked disagreement with the measured ΔH° of 16.9 kcal/
mol. Fourth, the small rapid component observed in the re-
verse reaction (Figure 4) can derive only from two or more 
bound forms of TBP-DNA at equilibrium.
The global analysis of the association and relaxation ki-
netics and equilibrium binding data unequivocally disproved 
the simplest one-intermediate model. We further considered 
whether bi-directional TBP binding was the source of the two 
kinetic phases, since S. cerevisiae TBP can bind TATA box se-
quences in both of the two possible orientations with ~3:2 dis-
tribution ratio at equilibrium [Cox et al 1997]. If this bi-direc-
tional binding were responsible for the two observed kinetic 
phases, the simplest associated kinetic model would be a two-
step branching mechanism with a single step leading from the 
reactants to each fi nal complex. (This model would also de-
scribe heterogeneous TBP reacting in a single step.) Given 
the tight binding and slow dissociation of the TBP-TATA 
complex, the ratio of the two amplitudes would be invariant 
at the 3:2 ratio and the values of λ1 and λ2 would be linear 
with [TBP] if this model were applicable. That this prediction 
is not consistent with the experimental results shows that bi-
directional binding of TBP is not the source of the observed 
multiple kinetic phases.
Failure of the one-intermediate and two-step branching 
models to accommodate all of the experimental data neces-
sitated consideration of the next, more complex model, a se-
quential, two-intermediate process. This model successfully 
describes all of the experimental data. At any single tem-
perature, the amplitudes and eigenvalues of the two phases 
in the stopped-fl ow kinetic curves contain suffi cient infor-
mation as a function of [TBP] to determine three of the rate 
constants and two of the quantum yield ratios. (Although 
three non-zero eigenvalues may be derived from this model, 
λ2 and λ3 could not be separately extracted from the data.) A 
fourth rate constant is determined from Keq. Including the re-
laxation constant, R, allows determination of a fi fth rate con-
stant.
Extension of the data analysis to two temperatures pro-
vides fi ve activation enthalpies in addition to the fi ve rate 
constants and two relative quantum yields noted above. Since 
each rate constant was constrained to a transition-state two-
parameter model, data at only three temperatures is suffi cient 
to constrain the kinetic parameters and provide confi dence in-
tervals for the parameters. Further extension to a global anal-
ysis that encompasses the temperature and [TBP] dependence 
of the kinetic course of the reaction, allows extraction from 
the data of the sixth rate constant, its activation enthalpy and 
the third relative quantum yield. The ability of global anal-
ysis procedures to extract precise model-dependent parame-
ter values is well documented [Knutson et al 1983]. Thus, the 
combined association kinetic, equilibrium and relaxation data 
contain suffi cient information to allow extraction of the 15 
parameters completely characterizing this model. These pa-
rameters include the six rate constants at 30°C, six activation 
enthalpies and three relative quantum yields. That this kinetic 
model is well determined by the data is indicated by the fact 
that the global analysis converged to essentially the same pa-
rameter values when starting from many very different initial 
values and the relatively small errors obtained for each pa-
rameter. Under the conditions of the measurements, the con-
centration of the second intermediate species is always rel-
atively very low and the data contain the least information 
about this species. As would be expected, the errors in the 
rate constants leading away from this species and the associ-
ated activation enthalpies are the least well determined. On 
the other hand, inclusion of this second intermediate is essen-
tial for accommodating the complete ensemble of data. Thus, 
the sequential two-intermediate process is the simplest model 
consistent with the data.
Relating the microscopic rate constants determined 
using FRET to the steady-state processes measured 
by mobility-shift and footprinting
For a complex linear fi rst-order mechanism, it is possible that 
only a single eigenvalue may be observed for either associa-
tion or dissociation. These eigenvalues correspond to a quasi 
steady-state approach to equilibrium in the forward and re-
verse directions, respectively. Such values would be expected 
from measurements of the time-course of a reaction that en-
compass primarily the steady-state (slow) phase and not the 
initial (rapid) phase of the reaction. These forward and reverse 
steady-state decay constants, Rf and Rr, respectively, are ex-
pressed as combinations of the microscopic rate constants. To 
the extent that the time derivatives of the intermediate species 
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are equal to zero (the steady-state hypothesis), Rf+Rr will be 
the fi rst-order steady-state decay constant for the approach to 
equilibrium from either direction.
The time-course of the association process for DNA-TBP 
complex formation is composed of a rapid transient phase 
during which I1 is built up followed by a slow, quasi steady-
state process during which I1 remains nearly constant and at 
high mole fraction. For the two-intermediate mechanism, to 
the extent that the slowest process approximates a steady-
state process, Rf  =  k1 (TBP) k3k5/(k3k5 + k2k5 + k2k4)*. At 
30°C, Rf/[TBP] =  3×10
5 M−1s−1, in very good agreement 
with the association rate constants determined from stud-
ies conducted by gel mobility-shift [Hoopes et al 1992] and 
DNase I footprinting [Petri et al 1995 and Petri et al 1998]. 
A value in this range has also been reported from a fl uores-
cence anisotropy study [Perez-Howard et al 1995]. In addi-
tion, the activation energy calculated for Rf agrees very well 
with that determined from footprinting over this temperature 
range [Petri et al 1998].
For the relaxation experiments, k1 ≈ 0 and the relaxation 
constant (R) ≈ Rr. Simulations of TBP-AdMLP complex re-
laxation performed using the two-intermediate model and 
the globally determined rate constants show that a small and 
fast transient phase is followed by a slow steady-state phase 
with negligible intermediate populations, consistent with the 
steady-state hypothesis.
Finally, to the extent that the slower phase of association 
approximates a process described by Rf, the value of Keq can 
be determined from Rf/Rr, and the values of Keq determined 
in the above-cited studies agree very well with the values 
determined here. Taken together, these observations lend 
support to the conclusion that these other experimental tech-
niques are primarily measuring steady-state processes, and 
highlights their general consistency with the FRET studies 
presented here. It should be noted that the extent to which 
any system can be accurately described by Rf and Rr is ap-
parent only in retrospect, after the microscopic k values have 
been determined.
What are the structures of I1 and I2?
While the structures of I1 and I2 are clearly of great interest, 
the only direct insight into them at present derives from the fi t-
ted values of their relative quantum yields. We have previously 
shown the consistency of the distance distribution for TBP-
bound T*MLdpx*F, obtained from FRET lifetime measure-
ments, with the bent DNA in the co-crystal structure [Parkhurst 
et al 1996]. The relative quantum yield obtained in this study 
for the fi nal complex must necessarily be consistent with DNA 
bent to that extent. The equivalence of the relative quantum 
yields for the bound forms suggests that I1, I2 and the fi nal com-
plex have similarly bent DNA. A caveat to this proposal is that 
FRET measurements are sensitive only to the end-to-end dis-
tance between the donor and acceptor probes, rather than to the 
specifi c conformations of the molecules. It is possible, although 
we deem it unlikely, that non-dipolar effects unique to the inter-
mediate species are responsible for the I1 and I2 quantum yields, 
or that different DNA-bending (relative to the fi nal complex) in 
I1 and I2 is exactly compensated by some non-dipolar change in 
the intermediates’ quantum yields. The simplest interpretation 
of the nearly equivalent quantum yields is that the DNA in the 
intermediate and fi nal complexes is nearly equivalently bent, in 
which case these species most likely differ in the details of the 
protein-DNA interface.
Endothermic changes of equally large magnitude are asso-
ciated with both the initial, (DNA+TBP→I1) and fi nal (I2→fi -
nal complex) steps in the reaction (Figure 7(a) with the com-
mensurate entropic changes, after conversion to a unitary 
standard state,† identical within error. Linking these two ther-
modynamically similar processes is the formation of I2 from 
I1, which is highly exothermic and accompanied by a large de-
crease in entropy. We have suggested [Parkhurst et al 1996] 
that the highly endothermic nature of the initial reaction step 
refl ects the enthalpy change associated with an equilibrium 
between the free DNA and DNA “pre-bent” to a conforma-
tion compatible with the concave surface of TBP. Thus, for in-
stance, I1 could represent a TBP-DNA complex in which nei-
ther pair of phenylalanine residues has intercalated into the 
DNA “kinks”, I2 a complex with one intercalation event with 
the fi nal complex possessing the structure observed by crys-
tallography. An important goal of future experiments is to de-
termine the structural correlates associated with each of these 
thermodynamic changes.
Do the TBP-TATA intermediate species mediate 
assembly of the transcription pre-initiation 
complex?
The identifi cation of an intermediate that is energetically sta-
ble and has bent DNA raises the possibility that pre-initiation 
complexes (PICs) could form by reaction of subsequent tran-
*The time interval over which I1 is within 25% of its peak value 
corresponds to the interval encompassing 10–90% of a steady-state 
process calculated from Rf for [TBP] = 200–800 nM at 30°C. Rr is 
negligible for the association reactions in this study.
† Both entropy and free energy changes for bi-molecular pro-
cesses, such as DNA+TBP→I1, are dependent on the choice of stan-
dard state [Gurney 1953 and Cantor and Schimmel 1980]. A stan-
dard state of one mole fraction converts the entropy (and free energy) 
changes to unitary changes, thereby removing the cratic contribution, 
R (ln 55) and allowing ΔS°u and ΔG°u for bi-molecular and uni-mo-
lecular changes to be compared. Conversion results in a decrease of 
eight entropy units for the initial step, NA+TBP→I1; all values of 
ΔS° for uni-molecular steps are unchanged. Correspondingly, ΔG°u is 
2.4 kcal/mol more positive than ΔG°. 
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scription proteins with I1, the species that dominates much of 
the TBP association reaction but is not the thermodynamically 
most favored form. With assembly of PIC from I1 rather than 
from the fi nal complex, the reaction would be under kinetic 
rather than thermodynamic control. The simplest scenario of 
the TBP-TATA complex binding to one RNA polymerase-spe-
cifi c factor, TFIIB, has been explored as a fi rst-approximation 
of transcription initiation under kinetic rather than thermody-
namic control.
The possible biological consequences of kinetic con-
trol of PIC formation are clearest when the two-intermediate 
model is considered together with bi-directional binding of 
TBP, where TBP binds with a very slight preference for one 
orientation, both TBP-DNA orientations bind TFIIB [Cox et 
al 1997] and transcribing complexes require the C-terminal 
end of TBP to be oriented toward TFIIB and toward the 3′ 
end of the coding strand. The “orientational commitment” of 
the TBP is assumed to occur after ternary complex forma-
tion so that the subsequent events resulting in PIC formation 
are irreversible. Simulations for this model were conducted, 
with the TBP-DNA association steps of both orientational 
pathways assigned the rate constants obtained from the 
global analysis, since the free energy for the fi nal complex 
in either orientation is nearly identical [Cox et al 1997]. An 
association rate constant of 3 × 106 M−1 s−1 was assumed for 
the binding of TFIIB to the productive TBP-DNA complex, 
and the concentrations of TBP, DNA and TFIIB were each 
assumed to be 10 μM [Lee and Young 1998 and Sethy-Cor-
aci et al 1998]. (Varying TBP, TFIIB and DNA from 0.5–10 
μM and the rate constant for TFIIB binding from 0.1 × 106 
to 300× 106M−1 s−1 yielded comparable simulated results.) 
The ratio of the rate constants for formation of productive:
non-productive ternary complexes was assumed to be 4:1, 
refl ecting the observed orientational distribution [Cox et al 
1997].
With thermodynamic control of PIC formation, TFIIB 
binds only to the fi nal TBP-DNA complex, whereas with ki-
netic control of this process TFIIB binds predominantly to 
I1. In both cases, only one binding orientation can lead to 
PIC formation. With thermodynamic control of this process, 
six minutes are required after the start of the reaction for 
~50% of the TBP to be directly incorporated into correctly 
oriented ternary complexes that proceed along the initia-
tion pathway. The remaining ~50% of the TBP is incorpo-
rated by 0.25 second into transcriptionally non-productive, 
slowly dissociating complexes (t1/2  =  44 minutes), with > 
90% transcription occurring only 1.5 hours after the initia-
tion of protein binding. The approach to full transcription 
induction is very slow due to the kinetic trapping of the pro-
teins in the incorrect orientation. In distinct contrast, with 
kinetic control only 0.5 second are required for incorpora-
tion of the initial ~50% of the TBP into productive com-
plexes. Although the second half of the TBP also rapidly 
forms non-productive complexes (- one second), these in-
correctly oriented I1 complexes are readily reversible (dis-
sociation t1/2  =  28 seconds) and allow continued rapid 
sequential assembly of the PIC, with > 90% of the TBP pro-
ceeding along the initiation pathway within 80 seconds. Ki-
netic control thus allows transcription to be rapidly induced 
to the maximum rate of the promoter without the need to in-
voke interactions with TAF or activator proteins that pre-
vent ternary complex formation in the incorrect orientation. 
In this model of transcription induction, crucial structural 
changes associated with formation of the fi nal TBP-DNA 
complex would presumably accompany TFIIB binding, but 
would not be a prerequisite.
In conclusion, the fundamental principles of the initia-
tion of gene transcription continue to be elucidated through 
the application of a wide range of experimental approaches. 
For a time-dependent process such as the sequential assem-
bly of transcription pre-initiation complexes, an accurate de-
scription of the chemical processes that underlie the biology 
of these systems requires detailed, quantitative study of the 
reaction kinetics. This requirement is particularly true if the 
regulation of the process is important to understanding its 
biological function. What are the rate-determining steps in 
the reaction mechanism? Are there branch points and/or al-
ternative pathways? The kinetics of transcription initiation is 
highly dependent on the interplay of the rate constants of the 
individual steps that comprise the reaction mechanism. The 
values of these constants can be obtained only from non-
steady-state measurements. The study of the DNA sequence 
and TBP species-dependence of the kinetics of pre-initiation 
complex assembly is being pursued from this perspective.
Experimental procedures
Protein and DNA
Full-length S. cerevisiae TBP was prepared as described [Petri et al 
1995 and Parkhurst et al 1996]. The two preparations of S. cerevi-
siae TBP used in this study were evaluated for consistency by both 
FRET and quantitative DNase I footprinting. Static and kinetic mea-
surements made using the two preparations were identical within ex-
perimental error.
The double-labeled DNA containing the TATA sequence from 
the major late promo ter (TAMRA-5′GGGCTATAAAAGGG3′-fl u-
orescein, or T*ML*F) is very similar to the probe used previously 
([Parkhurst et al 1996], except that both the 3′ and 5′ linkages are six 
carbon atoms in length, in contrast to the previous use of a 4-carbon 
3′ linkage and TAMRA replacing tetramethylrhodamine as the fl u-
orescence acceptor. This oligomer was synthesized and both HPLC 
and PAGE-purifi ed by Genosys Biotechnologies, Inc. (The Wood-
lands, TX). The complementary strand was synthesized in the Uni-
versity of Nebraska-Lincoln DNA synthesis facility. All studies were 
conducted in 10 mM Tris-HCl (p 7.4), 100 mM KCl, 2.5 Mm MgCl2 
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and 1 mM CaCl2 at the indicated temperature. Two preparations of 
the double-labeled DNA complexed with unlabeled complemen-
tary DNA (T*MLdpx*F) demonstrated identical 44(±1.3)% decreases 
in the steady-state fl uorescein emission intensity upon TBP binding 
(Figure 1).
Fluorescence stopped-fl ow measurements
Detailed considerations of Förster resonance energy transfer in gen-
eral [Wu and Brand 1992, Wu and Brand 1994, Cheung 1991 and 
Lakowicz 1986] and as it pertains to this particular application 
[Parkhurst and Parkhurst 1994, Parkhurst and Parkhurst 1995a, 
Parkhurst and Parkhurst 1995b and Parkhurst et al 1996] have been 
published. The instrumentation and associated temperature control 
used for both the fl uorescence stopped-fl ow and the steady-state fl u-
orescence measurements were as described in the above cited refer-
ences. Kinetic progress curves were obtained for DNA-TBP binding 
over a range of temperature and protein concentrations. Data were 
collected at fi ve temperatures, 15, 20, 22.5, 25 and 30°C, using at 
least two TBP concentrations at each temperature. The DNA du-
plex solution was prepared using 40 nM T*ML*F and 60 nM com-
plement, while the TBP solution was 400, 800 or 1600 nM (prior to 
stopped-fl ow mixing). The DNA and protein solutions were loaded 
into their respective stopped-fl ow drive syringes and temperature 
equilibrated; the baseline voltage of the photomultiplier output was 
recorded and data acquisition was initiated.
Preliminary experiments were conducted to determine the op-
timal time range for data collection; data points were subsequently 
obtained to include 10(±2) × t1/2 of the slow phase of the reaction. 
Four or fi ve independent kinetics progress curves were obtained at 
each combination of temperature and TBP concentration. Each set of 
curves was baseline corrected, averaged and smoothed, yielding a to-
tal of 11 averaged decay curves (fi ve temperatures and two or three 
TBP concentrations at each temperature). The averaged curves were 
fi t to mono-, bi- and triexponential decay models.
For any averaged curve, the error in the eigenvalue for the fast 
phase, λ1, was determined from the variance in the values of λ1 ob-
tained for each of the four or fi ve curves in a set. The fractional er-
ror in the amplitude of each averaged curve refl ected an additional 
uncertainty, due to the slight variations in the amplitude assigned to 
photobleaching within a set of replicate curves. To circumvent this 
uncertainty, the amplitude errors were assumed to be proportional 
to the errors in the endpoints of the equilibrium titration curves, de-
termined under the same experimental conditions, since the titration 
endpoints also corresponded to the overall change in the amplitude 
of the fl uorescein emission associated with TBP binding. The aver-
age fractional error associated with the titration endpoints was deter-
mined using standard methods of error propagation.
Determination of equilibrium constants
Titrations of the T*MLdpx*F with TBP were conducted at 15, 20, 
22.5 and 25°C. The extent of binding was determined by moni-
toring changes in the steady-state fl uorescence spectrum of 4 nM 
T*MLdpx*F as a function of TBP concentration in six or seven in-
crements from zero to 640 nM. The determination of the fraction of 
DNA bound, the equilibrium association constant (Ka) and the titra-
tion endpoint have been described [Parkhurst and Parkhurst 1995a 
and Parkhurst and Parkhurst 1994]. A van’t Hoff plot was constructed 
using these values of Ka, and simple regression yielded the values of 
Ka used in the global analysis, including the value at 30°C obtained 
from extrapolation. This indirect determination of Ka at 30°C was 
deemed to be preferable to direct measurement due to the high affi n-
ity of TBP for the major late promoter at this temperature, resulting 
in a close correspondence of Kd and the concentration of T*MLdpx*F. 
The error associated with each value of Ka was obtained using a stan-
dard expression for the estimated error in a value derived from a re-
gression [Draper and Smith 1966].
Relaxation kinetic measurements
The value of the fi rst-order relaxation constant, R, was determined 
at each of the fi ve temperatures by adding a large excess of unla-
beled 14-mer ML duplex (MLdpx), hand-mixing and monitoring the 
increase in the steady-state emission of the T*MLdpx*F as it was re-
placed by the MLdpx. Numerical simulations were fi rst conducted to 
determine the concentration of MLdpx that would result in - 5% of 
the T*MLdpx*F bound at equilibrium, assuming identical values of 
Ka for TBP binding the labeled and unlabeled duplexes. The relax-
ation experiments were conducted at each temperature as follows: to 
22 nM T*MLdpx*F, TBP was added to a fi nal concentration of 410–
487 nM, depending upon the temperature, to ensure that . 93% of 
the duplex was bound. MLdpx was then added to a fi nal concentration 
of 8.2 μM. A total of 25–30 emission spectra were collected from 
500–600 nm as a function of time for 50 minutes beginning ca seven 
seconds following the addition and mixing. The fraction of bound 
T*MLdpx*F was determined, as described [Parkhurst and Parkhurst 
1995a], for each time point at a given temperature. These data were 
fi t to mono- and biexponential decay models.
Global analysis
The collective kinetic and thermodynamic data were globally fi t by 
a general minimization program, using a subroutine that integrates 
the differential equations appropriate to any given mechanism. The 
data used in the global analyses included the 11 stopped-fl ow kinetic 
curves and the values of Ka and R determined at the fi ve tempera-
tures. The correspondence of the data to one and two-intermediate 
models ((2) and (3), respectively) was explored. Details of fi tting to 
the two-intermediate model are presented fi rst; differences pertaining 
to fi tting to the one-intermediate model follow.
For the two-intermediate model, values were determined for 
the six rate constants, k1−k6, at 30°C, as well as the six activation 
enthalpies associated with those rate constants. From the optimal 
values for these fi tted parameters, the values of the rate constants 
at each of the other four temperatures as well as ΔS°≠ and ΔG°≠ 
for each rate constant were calculated according to standard transi-
tion state theory. Three quantum yield ratios were also determined 
in the global fi t, which relate the fl uorescein emission intensity for 
T*MLdpx*F in I1, I2 and the fi nal complex to that of the unbound 
probe.
In the fi rst segment of the global analysis, each of the 11 mea-
sured stopped-fl ow binding curves was constructed using the ampli-
tudes (α1 and α2) and eigenvalues (λ1 and λ2) that described each av-
eraged curve. Each curve was represented by 41 points, which were 
evenly distributed between the slower and faster phases. The fi rst 21 
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points (including that for time zero) extended in time to 5 × t1/2 for λ1, 
and the second 20 points, corresponding to λ2, extended from the end 
of the fast phase to 97% completion, which was determined using 
a Newton-Raphson procedure. The error in these points was deter-
mined from smoothed replicate runs, with an average error of 0.023. 
To obtain the calculated values for the individual points describing 
each decay curve, the rate constant matrix for the two-intermediate 
model was fi rst constructed. A quartic root fi nder was used to solve at 
each iteration for the values of λ1, λ2 and λ3(λ4 = 0), and the pre-ex-
ponential terms calculated. The species concentrations could then be 
determined as a function of time, and, fi nally, the response function, 
R (t), was constructed, having the general form R(t)  =  [F(t) − F(∞)]/
F(0), where F (t), F(∞) and F (0) are the fl uorescence emission of 
the donor fl uorescein at any time, t, at equilibrium, and at time zero, 
respectively. Within the theoretical response function, each species 
concentration was multiplied by the relative quantum yield of that 
species, as described above, with the quantum yield of the fl uores-
cein in the unbound T*MLdpx*F defi ned as 1. The quality of the fi t 
to the 11 averaged stopped-fl ow decay curves, σcurve
2, was evaluated 
as follows:
 
    (7)
where n is the total number of curves;m is the total number of points 
per curve;Ro and Rc are the values of the observed and calculated re-
sponse functions, respectively; and i and j index the curves and the 
points per curve, respectively. The calculated values of λ1 that fell 
outside the 95% confi dence region for the observed values contrib-
uted to a weighted sum of squared residuals (σλ
2), which was incor-
porated into the overall sum of squared residuals for the global anal-
ysis (σglobal). In an entirely analogous manner, the total change in 
amplitude, α1+α2, for each curve was evaluated, and the associated 
weighted sum of squared residuals (σamp
2) contributed to σglobal.
In the next segment of the global analysis, but within the same 
iterative step, the calculated values of Ka and R at each temperature 
were evaluated. Calculated values of Ka outside of the 95% confi -
dence region, determined using the F statistic, contributed to σglobal 
via their weighted sum (σK
2). When the experimental values obtained 
for the relaxation constant, R, at all fi ve temperatures were subjected 
to the statistical F-test at the 95% confi dence limit, the null hypothe-
sis obtained; within error, all R values were the same. Calculated val-
ues of R falling outside the two extremes of the measured values (in-
cluding the respective errors of those values) contributed to σglobal via 
the weighted sum of squared residuals for R (σR
2). The overall qual-
ity of the global fi t, σglobal
2, was determined using the weighted resid-
uals from fi ve sources: the points describing each of the 11 stopped-
fl ow curves, the fi rst eigenvalue associated with each averaged curve, 
the amplitude change of each curve, the fi ve equilibrium constants 
and the fi ve relaxation constants (equation (1).
Global fi tting of the stopped-fl ow, equilibrium and relaxation 
data to the one-intermediate model (equation (2) was conducted in 
a manner entirely analogous to that for the two-intermediate model. 
Values were determined for each of the four rate constants, k1–k4, at 
30°C, the four associated activation enthalpies, as well as the relative 
quantum yields of the intermediate and fi nal complexes. The one-in-
termediate mechanism was integrated in closed form to yield expres-
sions for λ1 and λ2(λ3 = 0) and the coeffi cients and values were cal-
culated for the points describing each stopped-fl ow decay curve. The 
value of σglobal was determined exactly as described for the two-inter-
mediate model.
Error estimates for parameters determined in global 
analysis
Errors for each parameter were estimated by identifying the param-
eter sets encompassed within the 68% confi dence region for σglobal. 
First, the value of each single parameter was sequentially changed 
and σglobal optimized at each step. The parameter values correspond-
ing to the 68% confi dence region for σglobal gave the upper and lower 
error bounds for that parameter. These univariate limits together de-
fi ned the 15-dimensional rectangular prism corresponding to the 
68% confi dence region. For the 15-dimensional hyper-ellipsoid cor-
responding to the joint 68% confi dence region within the rectangu-
lar prism, nearly all of the volume is within a very narrow boundary 
of the surface. A Golden Section search [Walsh 1975] was used to 
identify this boundary. In this procedure, a random point within the 
rectangular prism is chosen, and a search in which all parameters are 
varied is conducted along a trajectory from the value of the global 
minimum (the optimal σglobal) toward the randomly chosen point, un-
til the 68% confi dence limit of σglobal intersects the hyper-ellipsoid. 
The 15 parameter values associated with that intersection represent 
limits on the 15 respective optimal values. One thousand such inter-
sections were randomly identifi ed, yielding 1000 independent sets of 
15 parameter values that coincided with the joint σglobal68% confi -
dence region. Among the 1000 values thus determined for each pa-
rameter, very few outlying points were obtained. To minimize their 
effect, the error estimate for the standard deviation of each parame-
ter was defi ned as the average of the extreme upper and lower 5% of 
the 1000 values. (A Monte Carlo search was unsuccessful in deter-
mining parameter values within the joint 68% hyper-ellipsoid region 
because the volume of that region was <10−6 of the enclosing rectan-
gular prism.)
To determine whether these error estimates accurately refl ected 
the errors in the parameters derived from the global fi t, the ob-
served errors in the parameter k1 were determined directly from the 
stopped-fl ow data and compared with those obtained from the error 
analysis just described. For certain conditions, the fast eigenvalue 
λ1≈k1[TBP]+k2, so that for a small value of k2, k1≈λ1/[TBP]. A few 
such data sets, each at a single temperature and [TBP], were iden-
tifi ed for which these two approximations held; the fractional vari-
ance of λ1 within a data set gave a reliable indication of the upper 
and lower error bounds for the associated k1. The limits determined 
for k1from the global error analysis described above corresponded 
very well with the simple error estimates made using the experimen-
tal data. It should be noted that global analysis provides improve-
ment in error estimates relative to those obtained from non-global 
analyses, so that the errors reported herein should not be underes-
timated.
Standard variance-covariance matrix analysis proved inappro-
priate for this highly non-linear problem where the minimum value 
for a given parameter was not symmetrically situated with regard to 
the hyper-ellipsoid defi ning the 68% confi dence boundary, resulting 
in error estimates that were too large. Error estimation was also ex-
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plored by initiating the analysis from the global minimum and vary-
ing a single parameter, holding all other parameters constant until the 
68% σglobal confi dence boundary of the 15-dimensional rectangular 
prism was reached. The resulting errors were underestimated accord-
ing to the errors estimated for k1 as just described.
DNA binding by TBP at stoichiometric DNA concentra-
tions
A series of kinetics experiments were conducted at stoichiomet-
ric concentrations of DNA and TBP. In these experiments, solutions 
were prepared containing 0.040, 0.5, 1.5, 4 and 8 μM T*MLdpx*F 
at 30°C. For each solution, an emission spectrum was obtained for 
the labeled duplex. TBP was then diluted directly from cold 43.9 
μM stock to a fi nal concentration equal to that of the DNA, the so-
lution was hand-mixed, and a second emission spectrum collected 
within 20 seconds of TBP addition. At the high concentrations of du-
plex, the T*MLdpx*F was present as a trace probe, comprising 0.5–
1.0% of the total duplex, together with unlabeled MLdpx suffi cient to 
reach the desired total concentration. To confi rm that identical results 
were obtained with the T*MLdpx*F used as a trace probe, the fol-
lowing procedure was done. An emission spectrum was collected for 
a solution containing 40 nM T*MLdpx*F. TBP was added to a fi nal 
concentration of 40 nM, and a second spectrum was taken follow-
ing completion of binding. This procedure was repeated using 4 nM 
T*MLdpx*F+36 nM unlabeled duplex (10% double-labeled probe) 
and also 2 nM T*MLdpx*F+38 nM unlabeled duplex (5% probe).
[Parkhurst et al 1994] 
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